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Abstract. To predict the performances of ion-cyclotron resonance heating (ICRH)
in ITER based on the existing JET experimental results, it is important to know
the impact of the deviations from the exact similarity relations between these two
tokamaks. For this aim, in this letter we identify three global scaling parameters
depending on the main plasma/wave quantities, such as confining magnetic fields,
major radius, plasma density and temperature, wave frequency, toroidal mode number,
and absorbed wave power to describe the important difference between JET and ITER.
By introducing three new scaling parameters to capture the Doppler effect, the plasma
beta, and the fast ion kinetic effect, ITER will be expected to have a lower optimized
minority concentration, a higher fraction of electron damping, a lower ion effective
temperature. When the deviation from the exact scaling relations is not significant,
the new scaling parameters represent sufficiently the linear change of the predicted
results of ITER from the reference results of JET. Some inter-dependent nonlinear
effects between the new scaling parameters are also examined.
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Introduction.
Experiments on propagation and absorption of radio-frequency (RF) waves in the
ion cyclotron range of frequency (ICRF) done in present fusion devices are essential to
design ICRF- heating systems and ICRF scenarios for reactor-size devices [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6].
Indeed, several JET experiments [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12] have been designed to address ICRF
physics specifically for ITER [13, 14, 15]. Part of these experiments have been done to
investigate the minority ion fundamental heating in (3 He)H, (3 He)D, (3 He)D-T plasmas,
and the first harmonic heating in (H)D plasmas. Here, the species in parenthesis is the
RF-heated minority species. The similar propagation and damping of ICRF waves
between two tokamaks were expected when some key-parameters such as the wave
frequency and the toroidal mode number of antenna are matched.
The conditions of an exact (self) similarity between two different ICRF devices
was investigated in our previous study [16] by finding the constraints of an exact
equivalence by rigidly rescaling 1) Maxwell’s equations for the wave propagation and
absorption, 2) Grad-Shafranov equation for the magnetic equilibrium, and 3) FokkerPlanck equation for the kinetic impact of ICRF heating on the collisional-time scale.
The scaling conditions of the exact similarity are
ηω = ηB , ηn = ηB2 , ηR = ηB−1 , ηP = ηB , ηnφ = ηIp = ηT = 1,

(1)

where the scaling factor ηx is introduced for x = ηx x, and x is the scaled quantity of x.
The quantity x can be the tokamak size R, the background magnetic fields B, the plasma
current Ip , the plasma density n, the temperature T , the wave frequency ω, the toroidal
mode number nφ , and the total absorbed wave power P . In this analysis, it is implicitly
assumed that the relative geometries (aspect ratio) are not changed in the scaling, as it
is indeed the case that those of present and future devices are roughly similar. When
the scaling relations are satisfied with the same plasma composition, the ICRF waves in
plasmas of two tokamaks are exactly equivalent, as proven by numerical simulations [16].
However, the scaling for the exact similarity in real experiments is hardly attainable due
to physical and practical reasons. The constraint on the temperature ηT = 1 is difficult
to achieve due to anomalous transport and the constraint on the size ηR = ηB−1 is also
questionable in the reactor-size device.
Table 1 summarizes the different parameters of ICRF systems between JET and
ITER for the (3 He)D-T discharge. The fundamental similarity of the scaling between
JET and ITER is obtained by ηω = ηB and ηnφ = 1. We always keep the necessary
constraints ηω = ηB and the same relative geometry in the simulations of this study.
However, for ITER the scaling of the machine size and the magnetic fields are fixed as
ηR ' 2 and ηB ' 1.4, and the estimated temperature and density profile of the ICRF
scenarios have ηn ' 2.6, and ηT ' 2 compared to the JET D-T discharge 41725 [12].
Thus, the exact similarity of the ICRF heating scenarios between present devices and
reactor-size plasmas cannot be achieved, and part of the similarity must be sacrificed.
However, this fact does not prevent the acquisition of important information for reactorsize plasmas in present devices when it is known which part of the similarity is missing.
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Table 1. A comparison between JET and ITER ICRF systems

Wave frequency [MHz]
Major radius [m]
Magnetic fields [T]
Plasma current [MA]
Core density [1020 m−3 ]
Core temperature [KeV]
Toroidal mode
RF power [MW]

JET (3 He) D-T
shot 42725 [12]
37
3
3.7
3.3
0.38
12
27
5

ITER (3 He) D-T
[14, 13]
53.5 (ηω = 1.44)
6 (ηR = 2.0)
5.35 (ηB = 1.44)
15 (ηIp = 4.54)
1.0 (ηn = 2.63)
24 (ηT = 2.0)
27 (ηnφ = 1.0)
20 (ηP = 4.0)

The fact that ηT > 1 can be partially compensated in the Doppler shift and electron
Landau damping by tailoring ηnφ with the antenna design and its operation. Analogous
compensation is difficult for FLR effects, which are important in the case of IC harmonic
heating. It is important to investigate the impact of these differences on the deviations
from the exact similarity.
In this letter, the similarity degree between JET experiments and ICRF scenarios
on ITER is studied systematically by means of three scaling parameters D1 , D2 and
D3 , identified by 1) optimizing the concentration of the ICRF-heated minority species
to have maximum direct RF ion heating, 2) evaluating the direct RF power partition to
each species, and 3) finding effective temperatures of the heated species for the effects
of fast ions produced by ICRF heating. These simple scaling parameters fetch some of
the salient aspects of the ICRF wave propagation and absorption in the plasma, but
they cannot capture nonlinear physics phenomena such as the differences related to
the plasma-wall interactions as consequence of different wall materials. Indeed, ITER
wall will be different from the carbon wall of the JET discharge we are considering as
reference here. However, it is out of the goal of this work to account also of the impact
of plasma-wall interaction as consequence of ICRF heating on the plasma parameters.
The plasma parameters are pre-defined in this analysis.
Optimized minority concentration The wave damping mechanisms in the (3 He) DT plasma can be explained by two characteristic lengths [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. When the
fundamental cyclotron resonance with the minority species occurs at the plasma center
with ωcm > ωcM , the ion-ion cut-off layer (n2k = L) exists on the high-field side, and it is
located between the cyclotron resonance at the center and the ion-hybrid resonance layer
(n2k = S) on the high-field side, where nk is the parallel refractive index, L and S are
the Stix dielectric tensor components [5] and ωcm and ωcM are the cyclotron frequencies
(ωc = ZqB/m) of minority species and majority species, respectively. For the wave
launched from the low field side, there is an evanescent region between the cut-off layer
and the ion-hybrid resonance layer, and the distance between the layers (evanescence
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distance) is characterized by the effective evanescence length, δ ' (nm /n)R [6]. Here,
nm /n is the fraction of the minority species density to the total density. The second
characteristic length is the width of the resonance by Doppler effects, ∆ ' nk (vti /c)R,
where vti is ion thermal velocity and c is the speed of light.
Although there is an additional damping mechanism in the (3 He)D-T plasmas
by the first harmonic damping of Tritium, which occurs at the same location of the
fundamental damping of 3 He, the comparison between ∆ and δ is still effective to capture
the nature of the dominant damping mechanism. When ∆ > δ, the minority damping
becomes dominant over the mode conversion into ion-Bernstein wave (IBW), which
are eventually absorbed by electrons. This usually occurs at low to medium minority
concentration, depending on the plasma composition (nm /n < 0.05). The optimized
minority fraction (nm /n) for the maximum minority damping is determined by the
ratio of the two lengths.
The scaling of the length ratio is determined by
(∆/δ) ' D1 (∆/δ),
where the scaling parameter D1 is
√
ηnφ ηT
D1 =
.
ηB ηR

(2)

(3)

The increase of the ratio ∆/δ with D1 results in the increase of the optimized
concentration due to the larger Doppler effect.
Figure 1-(a) shows the optimized minority fraction to the electron density nHe3 /ne
for the maximum ion damping percentage by the simulations of the full wave code,
TORIC [17]. The simulation parameters of the default cases for JET and ITER are
selected as in the Table 1, giving D1 = 0.49 for ITER compared to the JET reference
(D1 = 1). The optimal concentration is likely proportional to the scaling parameter D1 ,
regardless of different set of temperature (ηT ), toroidal mode number (ηnφ ), magnetic
fields (ηB ) and machine size (ηR ) scalings. The optimal concentration in the JET default
density cases is somewhat smaller than that of ITER for the same D1 in Figure 1-(a),
which will be clarified wtih Figure 2.
Power partition The maximum percentage of the minority ion damping at the
optimal minority fraction changes depending on the plasma density and temperatures.
As shown in Figure 1-(b), the damping to 3 He species decreases and electron damping
increases, when the plasma beta increases. Here, the plasma beta is scaled by
β = D22 β,
where the new scaling parameter D2 is
√
ηT ηn
D2 =
.
ηB

(4)

(5)

Figure 1-(b) shows the similar increase of the electron Landau damping by D2
for the different temperature and density. The increased electron Landau damping
compared to the ion cyclotron damping can be explained in the following reasons.
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Figure 1. (a) The optimized minority fraction for the maximum ion damping in
terms of D1 . (b) Electron damping percentage in terms of D2 with the optimized
concentration from (a) for ITER. For (a), the density is fixed by the relation of Eq.
2
for ITER. For (b), the black and blue lines use the different densities at
(1) ηn = ηB
the same D1 = 0.49 for ITER, and the red line changes the temperature with the fixed
density.

As shown in [2], the polarization of the electric field becomes more inefficient for the
cyclotron damping as the increase of the density. Additionally, the amount of the
reflection from the cut-off layer n2k = L increases [5], and it result in more possibilities
of the electron Landau damping on the multi-path of the fast wave. The perpendicular
wave vector of the fast wave branch increases by density,
√
k⊥,f ast c
ωpM
n⊥ =
∝ n
'
(6)
ω
ωcM
and the reflection coefficient (R) of the fast wave increases by R = (1 − e−α )2 where
α ∝ k⊥,f ast δ [6].
The electron damping increase by D2 can be applicable to the limited cases (e.g.
our JET and ITER reference cases), when the ion damping is dominant over the electron
damping and the wave has the multi-path between two cut-off layers in the core and
in the edge. For a single-pass damping or the electron dominated damping, it could
be more important to consider the geometrical effects of the different size tokamaks
globally.
Although the optimal concentration and the power decomposition are dominantly
determined by D1 and D2 , respectively, as shown in Figure 1-(a) and (b), they are not
the only important independent variables. The contour plots in Figure (2) show that
the change of D2 by different density can change the optimal concentration, if D1 is
sufficiently large (e.g. D1 > 0.6). It is worth noting that the contour patterns and
values between JET in Figure 2-(a) and ITER in Figure 2-(b) are similar in the low
D1 range, while they are different in the large D1 range. The dashed lines are denoted
for the reference of the correlation between D1 and D2 with the fixed density, magnetic
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Figure 2. Contour plot of the optimal minority fraction in terms of D1 and D2 for
(a) JET and (b) ITER. D1 is adjusted by the different temperature ηT , and D2 is
adjusted by the different density ηn , where ηnφ = 1

√
field, and machine size, giving D1 = D2 (ηnφ / ηn ηR ) but the varying temperature. The
changes of the optimal concentration along the reference lines ηn = 1 and ηn = 4 explain
the different graphs of Figure 1-(a) for JET, which is mostly by the complicated pattern
of Figure 2-(a) due to the dependence of plasma beta on the IBW coupling.
The contour plots in Figure 3 show the effects of D1 as well as D2 on the power
decomposition at the optimal minority fraction. Because the electron Landau damping
more likely occurs when the wave interacts with thermal electrons for the larger parallel
refractive index, the electron damping generally increases and the ion damping decreases
by D1 due to the Doppler effect scaling kk vti /ω ' D1 (kk vti /ω). Thus, the effect of the
temperature increase on the electron Landau damping and the main dependence on the
machine size for the multi-path case are well captured in the parameter D1 .
Figure 3 also shows the notably different characteristics between 3 He fundamental
(n=1) damping in (a) and (b) and Tritium first harmonic (n=2) damping in (c) and
(d). The Tritium n=2 damping increases in the direction of the increase of the density
alone (the dashed lines) by the relation between D1 and D2 . The density dependency
of n=2 damping can be understood by the finite Larmor radius effect in Eq. (6). It is
also worth noting that D1 and D2 show the similar patterns between JET and ITER in
Figure 3, so D1 and D2 are the important scaling parameters for such physics between
different tokamaks.
Kinetic effects The scaling parameter D3 represents the degree of the change in
the distribution function of the ICRF-heated ion species, and it is closely related to the
effective temperature (Tef f ), which was studied in [18]. For a simple explanation using
the bounce averaged Fokker-Planck equation, the increase of the temperature by the
low or moderate power density can be calculated in the linearization of the distribution
function by the perturbed distribution f1 from the equilibrium distribution function

2.2
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Figure 3. Contour plot of the power partition percentage in terms of D1 and D2 at
the optimal minority fraction for (a) 3 He n=1 damping of JET, (b) 3 He n=1 damping
of ITER, (c) Tritium n=2 damping of JET, and (d) Tritium n=2 damping of ITER.
D1 is adjusted by the different temperature ηT , and D2 is adjusted by the different
density ηn , where ηnφ = 1

f0 . If one assumes the quasilinear diffusion D is mostly determined by f0 and the
collision term is determined by f1 because of C(f0 ) = 0, it results in the scaling of the
Fokker-Planck equation, D3 (∇v · D · ∇v f0 ) = C(f1 ), where
1/2

D3 =

ηP ηT
D15 ηB ηR2
=
η
.
P
ηn2 ηR3
D24 ηn5 φ

(7)

One can show that D1 = 1, D2 = 1, and D3 = 1 in the exact scaling of Eq. (1).
Because D3 determines the scaling of f1 , one can approximate the scaling of the
temperature increase due to the RF waves in the linear regime by




TRF
TRF
− 1 ' D3
−1 ,
(8)
T0
T0
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where TRF and T0 are the temperature after RF wave injection and before the injection,
respectively. D3 could be useful to describe some nonlinear physics associated with the
RF wave power density such as the synergy effect between the Neutral beam injection
and ICRF injection, although the nonlinear physics is beyond the scope of the paper.
In principle, ITER would have a smaller synergy effect than JET because of the low
power densities (D3 < 1).
The relation of Eq. (8) holds well in the range of ITER parameters (small |f1 /f0 |)
either for fundamental cyclotron damping or for the first harmonic damping. In this
letter, we examine the first harmonic cyclotron damping to see the FLR kinetic effect,
and simulate the JET discharge 58734 parameters of the first harmonic hydrogen heating
in (H)D plasmas [7], which has Pabs = 5MW, ne0 = 4 × 1019 m−3 , nH /ne = 3%, nφ = 27,
Te0 = 3KeV, B0 = 1.65T, Ip = 1.65MA, ω = 2ωH = 51MHz, as a JET default case.
Compared to the JET default case, the ITER parameters are selected as the scaling by
ηB = 1.5, ηR = 2, ηT = 4 for the (H)D plasmas.
Figures 4 shows the increase of the perpendicular temperature (w⊥ − w⊥ (t =
0))/w⊥ (t = 0) due to the cyclotron damping using the self-consistent distribution
evolution in the coupled Maxwell’s equation solver (AORSA) [19] and Fokker-Planck
R
2
equation solver (CQL3D) [20]. Here, w⊥ = d3 v(mv⊥
/2)f represents the perpendicular
energy. For the fixed D1 and D2 , the wave power is adjusted to simulate each value of
D3 in the figure.
Figure 4 indicates that the increase of the volume averaged temperature is likely
proportional to the scaling parameter D3 even for the first harmonic damping. However,
as indicated in the JET experiments [7], the increase of the temperature due to the
first harmonic damping of hydrogen species is not well consistent with the effective
temperature estimation in [18], if other parameters (e.g. D1 and D2 ) change. For the
different D1 or the different D2 , the slopes are different from that of D1 = 1 and D2 = 1
in Figure 4. The different D1 makes the different resonance condition, and the different
D2 results in the change of k⊥ , which is significantly connected with the FLR effect for
the first harmonic mode. The FLR effect is determined by the Bessel function of the first
kind, J1 (k⊥ ρi ) of the quasilinear diffusion term [21], and the first zero of the function
occurs when k⊥ ρi = 3.83, which corresponds to the perpendicular energy E ∗ ' 1M eV
for the JET discharge 58734 [7].
Figure 5 shows the contour plot of the temperature increase due to the first
harmonic damping in terms of the different density by D2 and the different power to
hydrogen by (ηPH /ηP )D3 where ηPH /ηP is the power ratio of the hydrogen first harmonic
damping to the total damping. In the contours, the temperature increase is almost
proportional to (ηPH /ηP )D3 , while it also varies significantly by D2 . As the density
and D2 increase, the contribution of the Bessel function J1 (k⊥ ρi ) to the non-Maxwellian
shape changes by Eq. (9), and its contribution to the perpendicular temperature also
changes. The average of the Bessel function argument has the scaling by D2 ,
(k⊥ ρti )2 ' D22 (k⊥ ρti )2 ,

(9)
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where ρti = vti /ωc and Eq. (6) is used. Because the generation of the tail by
the quasilinear velocity diffusion cannot be fully represented by the perpendicular
temperature [22], the relation between D2 and the perpendicular temperature increase
is complicated.
Conclusions In this letter, we define three scaling parameters, D1 , D2 and D3 which
represent physically the scaling of the Doppler effect, the plasma beta (or the FLR
effect) and the effective temperature, respectively. We use these parameters to explore
the simulation results of a system (i.e. ITER ICRF), in which its scaling relations to
the reference system (i.e. JET ICRF) deviate from the exact similarity condition in
Eq. (1), in the direction of the single parameter change in the phase space or multi-
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parameter changes around the linear regime from the reference point. The effects of the
single scaling parameters can be summarized as followings: As the increase of D1 , the
optimal concentration of the minority species for the maximum ion damping increases
almost proportionally. As the increase of D2 , the minority ion damping at the optimal
concentration decreases and the electron damping increases significantly. As the increase
of D3 , the volume averaged temperature of the resonant ion species increases almost
proportionally. The inter-dependent nonlinear effects of the multi-parameter are shown
in the contours of Figure 2, 3 and 5.
For the ITER design parameters in Table 1, the scaling parameters have D1 = 0.49,
D2 = 1.59 for the (3 He)D-T minority fundamental damping scenario, and D3 = 0.055 for
(H)D first harmonic damping scenario. As a result, the optimal minority concentration
of the 3 He plasmas fundamental damping is reduced from nHe3 /ne ' 0.05 of JET to
nHe3 /ne ' 0.03 in ITER [23]. The ion damping at the optimal minority concentration
in ITER is reduced by the increase of D2 . Accordingly, the electron damping can be
approximately 34% of the total power damping, as shown in other benchmark paper
of ITER [14]. Compared to the hydrogen temperature increase due to first harmonic
damping in JET, the temperature increase in ITER will be reduced by the factor of
D3 = 0.055 approximately.
Although the accurate simulations are required to predict the ITER ICRF heating
performance in details, the simple scaling relation rules using the representative 0-D
parameters D1 , D2 , and D3 are still beneficial by two reasons. The first reason is that
the 0-D parameters for ICRF physics can provide the useful interpretative tool for some
experimental results and simulation results, as the 0-D parameters for transport physics
such as ρ? and ν? are used to interpret the tendency of the experiments and simulations
by representing the local turbulence physics and the collisionality. The second reason is
that the simple scaling can be used for the initial design process, which requires checking
thousands of design candidates whose parameters vary in multi-dimensional phase space.
After finding the desirable area of the design parameter space using the 0-D parameters,
we can conduct the significantly reduced number of the detailed simulation with the
small parameter space area. This initial pre-process of the design can reduce the effort
and the cost of the design process significantly.
This work was supported by the research fund of Hanyang University (HY-2018).
This research used computer resources of MIT and NERSC by the US DoE Contract
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